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Aim of the study  

The present study is a continuation of an earlier study (project 2.10.02), where we were looking at the effects of 

coloured illumination on the behaviour and production parameters of laying hens. Subsequently we wanted to 

know which of three coloured illumination (white, red and green) hens would prefer when having a free choice. 

Additionally we were interested in the question whether hens would prefer different colours to perform different 

groups of behaviour like resting, foraging, preening …. .In large flocks this could help to better separate groups 

of hens that are engaged in similar activities leading to less disturbances and more calmness in the flock.  

 

Material and methods 

8 Groups of 25 laying hens had each free access to 3 identical compartments (5.0 x 3.3 m) equipped with a 

litter area, raised perches, food and drinking facilities and nestboxes. The compartments were illuminated either 

with white, red or green LED's. For two weeks the hens had the opportunity to get accustomed with the 

experimental setting. During the following 2 weeks it was noted in which of the three compartments the hens 

stayed (all together 80 scans per group). Additionally we recorded the hen's behaviour (separated in 12 

categories). 

Results and significance 

Hens spent sign. more time in white compartments (55 % of time, mean of 8 groups), than in red (26%) or 

green (18%) and laid sign. more eggs in white compartments (47%, mean of 8 groups) than in red (19%) or 

green (34%). 

It was then testes whether the hens spent different amounts of time with an observed behaviours once they 

were in a specific compartment (time spent with a specific behaviour in % of the whole time spent in a 

compartment). No differences were found except for Preening, Dustbathing and Walking: When in white 

compartments birds showed a tendency to spend proportionally more time with Preening (9%) than in green 

compartments (6%). In red compartments birds spent proportionally more time with dustbathing (11%) than in 

white (5%) or green compartments (2%). Finally, Birds spent proportionally less time with walking in white 

compartments (11%) than in red (16%) or green compartments (18%).  

In summary, hens apparently prefer illumination with white LEDs when having the choice between white, red 

and green LED's. They seem to use the coloured compartments as an additional area to be explored (more 

Walking) and red was attractive for Dustbathing.  
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